Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran, Double horned spiky blue head, 2021, earthenware
71 x 52 x 26 cm / 27.9 x 20.4 x 10.2 inches

Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran, Double sided multi-limbed figure, 2021, earthenware
72.5 x 57 x 32 cm / 28.5 x 22.4 x 12.5 inches

Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran, Fertility figure, 2021, earthenware
93 x 40 x 45 cm / 36.6 x 15.7 x 17.7 inches

Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran, Silver figure with snake, 2021, earthenware
27 x 21 x 15 cm/ 10.6 x 8.2 x 5.9 inches

Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran, Multi-headed guardian III, 2021, earthenware
131 x 49 x 39 cm / 51.5 x 19.2 x 15.3 inches

Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran, Guardian figure with crown, 2021, earthenware
52.5 x 40 x 15 cm / 20.6 x 15.7 x 5.9 inches

Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran, Warrior figure with headpiece, 2021, earthenware
130 x 44 x 31 cm / 51.1 x 17.3 x 12.2 inches

bio
While Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran is best known for his polychromatic and neo-expressive
ceramic figures, his material vocabulary is wide-ranging. He has worked imaginatively
with sculptural materials including bronze, concrete, neon, LED and fibreglass, as well as
conventional painting and printmaking materials and techniques. As archaic or “primitive”
as his figures may at first appear — evoking totems, cult figurines, and idols from various
cultures — his vocabulary is indebted to a “history of sophisticated appreciation of
bastardised, low-brow and criminal cultural forms by artists of the 20th century including,
but not limited to, Jean Dubuffet, the COBRA group of painters, the Viennese Actionists,
Paul McCarthy and Mike Kelley”.

Ramesh Mario Nithiyendran received his BFA as well as BA in Women’s and

The term “hybridity” does not sufficiently describe the multi-layered complexity of
Nithiyendran’s work. His artistic fervour seems to stem from an uncontrollable, primordial
energy that defies classification, established norms or aesthetic conventions. Embracing
the dissolution of the rational order by means of a grotesque imagery that is both effusive
and rhapsodic at once, his figures oscillate between the spiritual and the fantastic, the
unspeakable and the blasphemous. Often, Nithiyendran refers to his ceramic works as
“fertility figures” whose profusion of details, attributes, forms and shapes do not so much
evoke the reproduction of progeny or the fertility of the soil; rather these polymorphous
figures seem to embody a general vital force that copiously permeates all forms of life, art
and creativity.

and National Gallery of Australia, Canberra (2016).

“What’s really interesting for people who connect their artistic practices with more historical
practices is that we can actually look at tradition as something that’s amorphous and fluid.
There could be a perspective that the works I’m making are just an extension of previous
South Asian vernacular and sculptural traditions. But what I’m really clear about is that the
works I make aren’t devotional or cultural, and there’s no representation, say, of specific
gods. I’m interested in more global paradigms around art, and art coming from different
regions. That’s the kind of art I respond to: art that acknowledges that creativity is iterated
differently in various parts of the world.” (Mario Ramesh Nithiyendran)

Gallery of Western Australia, Perth; Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences, Sydney;

Gender Studies, and an MFA (Research) from the College of Fine Arts, University
of New South Wales. His multidisciplinary practice is frequently presented to the
public in a diverse range of print, online and television media related to art, culture
and fashion. He has shown his work in numerous solo and group exhibitions,
most recently: Dark Mofo, Hobart/Tasmania (2021); Art Gallery of New South
Wales (2019); Dhaka Art Summit (2019); BACC, Bangkok (2019); Shepparton Art
Museum, Victoria (2018); Kuandu National Museum of Fine Arts, Taipei (2016); Ian
Potter Museum of Art, Melbourne (2016); Adelaide Biennial, Art Gallery of South
Australia in partnership with the Anne and Gordon Samstag Museum of Art (2016);

Nithiyendran is the recipient of the Melbourne Art Foundation Young Artist Award
(2018) and the Sidney Myer Creative Fellowship (2019) which recognised his
outstanding talent and exceptional professional courage. In 2019, he was included
in Thames and Hudson’s book ‘100 Sculptors of Tomorrow’ — a global survey
of cutting-edge sculptural practice. In 2021, the Art Gallery of New South Wales
acquired his monumental 77-part work ‘Avatar Towers’. His first major permanent,
public artwork was installed at the entrance of the new HOTA Gallery, Gold Coast/
Queensland in 2020. His work is held in various other public collections such as:
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra; Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide; Art
Ian Potter Museum of Art, Melbourne; and Shepparton Art Museum, Victoria.
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